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KATOH MCG18  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& GIG BAG          
$299 RRP

KATOH MCG20  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$349 RRP

KATOH MCG20 1/2  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

Image is of full size guitar

$349 RRP

 KATOH MCG20 3/4  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$349 RRP

KATOH MCG20 CEQ  
CLASSICAL CUTAWAY GUITAR

$449 RRP

KATOH MCG35 
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$449 RRP

KATOH MCG35 3/4 
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$449 RRP

KATOH MCG40C  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$529 RRP

A beautifully balanced guitar and a favourite of guitar teachers and students alike. The MCG-20 is renowned for 
it’s excellent intonation, great tone and playability.

A beautifully balanced guitar and a favourite of guitar teachers and students alike. The MCG-20 is renowned 
for it’s excellent intonation, great tone and playability. 580mm scale length makes this guitar ideal for smaller or 
younger players.

A beautifully balanced guitar and a favourite of guitar teachers and students alike. The MCG-20 is renowned for 
it’s excellent intonation, great tone and playability. The Venetian cutaway gives greater access to high notes and 
the Fishman EQ raises performance potential to a new level.

The MCG-35, the most economical of Katoh’s solid top models, has a unique appearance. The neck is comfort-
able and the intonation excellent. Rarely does dynamic range, tone and playability come together so brilliantly 
at entry level prices.

Outstanding entry-level instrument. Well balanced with great tone and excellent playability. An ideal first instru-
ment that’s also perfect for holidays and camping trips. Comes with Gig Bag.

A beautifully balanced guitar and a favourite of guitar teachers and students alike. The MCG-20 is renowned for 
it’s excellent intonation, great tone and playability.

The MCG-35, the most economical of Katoh’s solid top models has a unique appearance. The neck is comfortable 
and the intonation excellent. Rarely does dynamic range, tone and playability come together so brilliantly at entry 
level prices. 580mm scale length makes this guitar ideal for smaller or younger players.

Described as the perfect beginners guitar, the MCG-40’s solid top and layered mahogany back and sides create 
beautiful tone. The setup is outstanding and playability ideal for anyone from the aspiring beginner to advanced 
student.

SKU: K00202 SKU: K00205

SKU: K00207 SKU: K00210

SKU: K00215 SKU: K00355

SKU: K00360 SKU: K00405

https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg40c-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg35c-3-classical-guitar-3-4/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg35c-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg20-ceq-classical-cutaway-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg20-3-3-4-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg20-3-1-2-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg20-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg18-classical-guitar-in-gig-bag/
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KATOH MCG40C 3/4  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$499 RRP

KATOH MCG40C 7/8  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$529 RRP

KATOH MCG40CEQ  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$699 RRP

KATOH MCG40CEQL  
LH CLASSICAL  

CUTAWAY GUITAR
$699 RRP

KATOH MCG40S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$529 RRP

KATOH MCG40SEQ  
CUTAWAY CLASSICAL

$679 RRP

KATOH MCG50C  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$649 RRP

KATOH MCG50CEQ CUTAWAY  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$769 RRP

Described as the perfect beginners guitar, the MCG-40’s solid top and layered mahogany back and sides create 
beautiful tone. The setup is outstanding and playability ideal for anyone from the aspiring beginner to advanced 
student. Venetian cutaway gives greater access to high notes and the Fishman EQ raises performance potential 
to a new level.

Described as the perfect beginners guitar, the MCG-40’s solid top and layered mahogany back and sides create 
beautiful tone. The setup is outstanding and playability ideal for anyone from the aspiring beginner to advanced 
student. Venetian cutaway gives greater access to high notes and the Fishman EQ raises performance potential 
to a new level. An accessible guitar for left-handed players of outstanding value and quality.

Described as the perfect beginners guitar, the MCG-40’s solid top and layered mahogany back and sides create 
beautiful tone. The setup is outstanding and playability ideal for anyone from the aspiring beginner to advanced 
student. The spruce soundboard will reward players as it opens up with time and regular play.

Described as the perfect beginners guitar, the MCG-40’s solid top and layered mahogany back and sides create 
beautiful tone. The setup is outstanding and playability ideal for anyone from the aspiring beginner to advanced 
student. Venetian cutaway gives greater access to high notes and the Fishman EQ raises performance potential 
to a new level. The spruce soundboard will reward players as it opens up with time and regular play.

Described as the perfect beginners guitar, the MCG-40’s solid top and layered mahogany back and sides create 
beautiful tone. The setup is outstanding and playability ideal for the aspiring beginner. 580mm scale length also 
goes to making this guitar ideal for smaller or younger players.

Described as the perfect beginners guitar, the MCG-40’s solid top and layered mahogany back and sides create 
beautiful tone. The setup is outstanding and playability ideal for the aspiring beginner. It’s difficult to find guitars 
with 628mm scale length or 7/8 scale. Perfect for the player who is finding it just a little difficult with 4/4 size 
instruments.

One of Katoh’s most popular student guitars. Accessible and beautiful. Rosewood back and sides and a solid 
cedar top provide rich tones. Like all Katoh guitars the MCG-50 is a very playable, high quality instrument.

One of Katoh’s most popular student guitars. Accessible and beautiful. Rosewood back and sides and a solid 
cedar top provide rich tones. Like all Katoh guitars the MCG-50 is a very playable guitar. Venetian cutaway and 
Fishman electronics complete the package, for a go anywhere performance instrument.

SKU: K00410 SKU: K00415

SKU: K00420 SKU: K00425

SKU: K00430 SKU: K00435

SKU: K00505 SKU: K00510

https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg40c-3-3-4-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg40c-7-7-8-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg40ceql-lh-classical-cutaway-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg40seq-cutaway-classical/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg50ceq-cutaway-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg50c-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg40s-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg40ceq-classical-guitar/
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KATOH MCG50S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$649 RRP

KATOH MCG50S CE  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

Image is of non-cutaway guitar

$949 RRP

KATOH MCG80C  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$849 RRP

KATOH MCG80CAE CUTAWAY  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$1,099 RRP

KATOH MCG80CEQT THINLINE  
CUTAWAY CLASSICAL GUITAR

$1,249 RRP

KATOH MCG80S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$849 RRP

KATOH MCG80SAE  
CUTAWAY CLASSICAL GUITAR

$1,149 RRP

 KATOH MCG80SEQT THINLINE  
CUTAWAY CLASSICAL GUITAR

$1,249 RRP

The MCG-80’s solid top with beautiful Indian rosewood back and sides presents an outstanding option for the 
serious student or aspiring professional player. The MCG-80 ranks as one of Katoh’s most popular guitar choic-
es. Beautiful tone and playability go hand in hand with outstanding value.

The MCG-80’s solid top with beautiful Indian rosewood back and sides presents an outstanding option for the 
serious student or aspiring professional player. The MCG-80 ranks as one of Katoh’s most popular guitar choic-
es. Beautiful tone and playability go hand in hand with outstanding value. Cutaway for access to higher frets and 
Fishman electronics raise the performance possibilities of this instrument.

Solid top with beautiful Indian Rosewood back and sides, the MCG80CEQT thin-line guitar brings together solid 
cedar timber on the face of the guitar with rosewood back and sides to offer a tight, yet warm tone. Ease of 
playing is increased by the 65mm body depth, resulting in reduced feedback problems and the Fishman Presys 
Blend gives greater control in stage and recording situations.

The MCG-80’s solid spruce top with beautiful Indian rosewood back and sides presents an outstanding option 
for the serious student or aspiring professional player. The MCG-80 ranks as one of Katoh’s most popular guitar 
choices, beautiful tone and playability go hand in hand with outstanding value.

One of Katoh’s most popular student guitars. Accessible and beautiful. Rosewood back and sides and a solid 
cedar top provide rich tones. Like all Katoh guitars the MCG-50 is a very playable guitar.

The MCG-80’s solid spruce top with beautiful Indian rosewood back and sides presents an outstanding option 
for the serious student or aspiring professional player. The MCG-80 ranks as one of Katoh’s most popular guitar 
choices, beautiful tone and playability go hand in hand with outstanding value. Cutaway for access to higher frets 
and Fishman electronics raise the performance possibilities of this instrument.

Solid top with beautiful Indian Rosewood back and sides, the MCG-80 presents an outstanding option for the 
serious student or aspiring professional player.

SKU: K00515 SKU: K00520

SKU: K10005 SKU: K10010

SKU: K10015 SKU: K10020

SKU: K10025 SKU: K10030

One of Katoh’s most popular student guitars. Accessible and beautiful. Rosewood back and sides and a solid 
cedar top provide rich tones. Like all Katoh guitars the MCG-50 is a very playable guitar.

https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg50s-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/advanced-series/katoh-mcg80cae-cutaway-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/advanced-series/katoh-mcg80s-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/advanced-series/katoh-mcg80seqt-thinline-classical-cutaway-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/advanced-series/katoh-mcg80sae-cutaway-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/advanced-series/katoh-mcg80ceqt-thinline-c-way-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/advanced-series/katoh-mcg80c-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/student-series/katoh-mcg50s-classical-guitar/
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The highest specifications of the student range. Spruce sound board for a rich and warm sound. It is one of 
several examples of the company’s dedication to working with modern technical innovations. Economic design 
with minimal impact on sound and playability.

KATOH MCG85S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR

$879 RRP

KATOH MCG128C  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,999 RRP

KATOH MCG115CEQ OV  
CUTAWAY CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,999 RRP

KATOH MCG115C  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,599 RRP

Solid cedar soundboard coupled with solid mahogany back and sides that will grow with your playing to enrich 
the sound of this beautiful instrument. Rich mids and warm tones are characteristic of the MCG-115. Cutaway 
and Fishman electronics make it a perfect performance instrument. Comes with a beautiful hardshell case.

KATOH MCG110C  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,399 RRP

SKU: K10133

KATOH MCG115S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,599 RRP

Solid Ovangkol soundboard and back and sides that will grow with your playing to enrich the sound of this beau-
tiful and quite unique instrument. Rich mids and warm tones are characteristic of the MCG-115 OV. Venetian 
cutaway, Fishman electronics and a beautiful hard case complete the package.

Solid Mahogany back and sides and solid European spruce soundboard that will grow with your playing to enrich 
the sound of this beautiful instrument. Rich mids and warm tones are characteristic of the MCG-115. Comes with 
a beautiful hardshell case.

KATOH MCG110S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,399 RRP

The MCG-110 is Katoh’s most affordable all solid wood guitars. The spruce or cedar soundboard is compli-
mented by solid mahogany back and sides. As lively as it is lovely, the MCG-110 sets standards of what can be 
achieved in affordable instruments. This package comes complete with a hardshell case for ultimate protection.

Solid cedar top with beautiful solid rosewood back and sides produce wonderfully pronounced highs and lows 
and give this guitar an exceptional dynamic range. The MCG-128 is a class leader in its price range and truly an 
exceptional guitar. Comes with a gorgeous hardshell case.

The MCG-110 is Katoh’s most affordable all solid wood guitars. The spruce or cedar soundboard is compliment-
ed by mahogany back and sides. As lively as it is lovely, the MCG-110 sets standards of what can be achieved in 
affordable instruments. This package comes complete with a hardshell case for ultimate protection.

SKU: K10135

SKU: K10035 SKU: K10105

KATOH MCG115SEQ  
CUTAWAY CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,899 RRP

Solid European spruce soundboard coupled with solid mahogany back and sides that will grow with your playing 
to enrich the sound of this beautiful instrument. Rich mids and warm tones are characteristic of the MCG-115. 
Cutaway and Fishman electronics make it a perfect performance instrument. Comes with a beautiful hardshell 
case.

SKU: K10115

SKU: K10130

SKU: K10110

SKU: K10125

https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg110c-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg115s-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg115ceq-cutaway-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg115c-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg115seq-cutaway-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg110s-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/advanced-series/katoh-mcg85s-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg128c-classical-guitar-case/
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KATOH MCG150C  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,699 RRP

KATOH MS14MH  
PERFORMER SERIES  

CLASSICAL GUITAR
$719 RRP

KATOH MCG128S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,999 RRP

KATOH MS14MH JUN  
PERFORMER SERIES  

CLASSICAL GUITAR
$719 RRP

KATOH MS14R JUN  
PERFORMER SERIES  

CLASSICAL GUITAR
$779 RRP

With its select cedar top and beautiful solid rosewood back and sides, the MCG-150 is a beautiful instrument. 
Based on the Hauser design this guitar is even, very well balanced and with all the resonances and overtones 
under control. A very playable guitar with pure tones and one with will leave the player with plenty of scope to 
add colour. Comes with an excellent hard case.

KATOH MCG150S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,299 RRP

With its select solid spruce soundboard and beautiful solid rosewood back and sides, the MCG-150 is a beautiful 
instrument. Based on the Hauser design this guitar is even, very well balanced and with all the resonances and 
overtones under control. A very playable guitar with pure tones and one with will leave the player with plenty of 
scope to add colour. Comes with an excellent hard case.

SKU: K10150

Solid spruce top delivers a warm, great sound despite the thin body. The mahogany sides and back support a 
light, lively touch. Narrower neck width, radiused fingerboard and 14th fret neck/body are perfect for steel string 
or electric players. Tonewoods used in this guitar are from non-endangered species.

Solid spruce top delivers a warm, great sound despite the thin body. The mahogany sides and back support 
a light, lively touch. Narrower neck width, radiused fingerboard and 14th fret neck/body are perfect for steel 
string or electric players. Tonewoods used in this guitar are from non-endangered species. Jun models feature 
a shorter scale length.

Solid spruce top delivers a warm, great sound despite the thin body. The rosewood sides and back support a 
light, lively touch. Narrower neck width, radiused fingerboard and 14th fret neck/body are perfect for steel string 
or electric players. Tonewoods used in this guitar are from non-endangered species. Jun models feature a short-
er scale length.

SKU: K10160 SKU: K10301 

Solid spruce top with beautiful solid rosewood back and sides produce wonderfully pronounced highs and lows 
and give this guitar an exceptional dynamic range. The MCG-128 is a class leader in its price range and truly an 
exceptional guitar. Comes with a gorgeous hardshell case.

SKU: K10302 SKU: K10303

SKU: K10140

KATOH MS14M-PRE STAGE SERIES 
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,599 RRP

This series is the result of optimising our guitars to meet the demands of the stage. Designed for live perfor-
mance and accommodating a variety of players with its fingerboard being narrower at 48mm. Solid spruce top, 
sapele mahogony back and sides. Mahogany neck & ebony fingerboard and a hard case. The complete perfor-
mance package.

SKU: K10305

KATOH MS14R-PRE STAGE SERIES 
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,799 RRP

This series is the result of optimising our guitars to meet the demands of the stage. Designed for live perfor-
mance and accommodating a variety of players with its fingerboard being narrower at 48mm. Solid spruce top, 
rosewood back and sides. Mahogany neck & ebony fingerboard and a hard case. The complete performance 
package.

SKU: K10310

https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg128s-classical-guitar-with-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/crossover-series/katoh-ms14mh-performer-series-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/crossover-series/katoh-ms14r-jun-performer-series-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/crossover-series/katoh-ms14mh-jun-performer-series-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg150c-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-mcg150s-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/crossover-series/katoh-ms14r-pre-stage-series-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/crossover-series/katoh-ms14m-pre-stage-series-classical-guitar-case/
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KATOH MSCC-12  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,399 RRP

KATOH MSCC14 STAGE CUSTOM  
CUTAWAY CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,399 RRP

KATOH MUNICH  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,599 RRP

KATOH ALEX SMALL BODY CUSTOM 
CLASSICAL GUITAR 

& HARD CASE
$1,299 RRP

J. GODOY MARTINA  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$1,899 RRP

KATOH DF69  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$3,099 RRP

This series is the result of optimising our guitars to meet the demands of the stage. Designed for live performance 
and accommodating a variety of players with its fingerboard being narrower at 48mm. Solid spruce top, Euro-
pean maple back and sides. Mahogany neck & ebony fingerboard and a hard case. The complete performance 
package.

This series is the result of optimising our guitars to meet the demands of the stage. Designed for live perfor-
mance and accommodating a variety of players with its fingerboard being narrower at 48mm. Solid spruce top, 
rosewood back and sides. Mahogany neck & ebony fingerboard and a hard case. The complete performance 
package.

The Kenny Hill designed Munich sounds as beautiful as it looks. A three piece rosewood and maple back, rose-
wood sides and French-polished top combine to enrich tone and sustain. A truly beautiful instrument.

A brilliant replica of 19th century guitars, perfect for playing late classic or early romantic period pieces. Rare 
and beautiful.

Built in the Godoy workshop by master luthiers, the Martina is an outstanding guitar and incredible value. A se-
lect solid European spruce soundboard, solid Indian rosewood back and sides and mahogany neck with ebony 
board, all go to making this a beautiful instrument. The Martina comes with a beautiful hardshell case.

Based on the specifications of Parisian master luthier Daniel Friedrich, the DF69’s elevated fingerboard gives 
greater access to high notes and playability. Beautiful tone, dynamic range and appearance make this Katoh a 
truly professional instrument.

SKU: K10315

KATOH HAUSER  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,599 RRP

Based on the specifications of Herman Hauser’s ‘Hauser Design’, the most recognised and imitated classical 
guitar is considered by many to be the ultimate in classical guitars. Beautiful tone, dynamic range and appear-
ance make this Katoh a truly professional instrument.

SKU: K10340

SKU: K10320

SKU: K10325 SKU: K10330

SKU: K10333 SKU: K10335

KATOH KTORR TORRES 1889 STYLE 
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,899 RRP

Antonio de Torres was the father of the modern classical guitar. This model is based on his later guitars. Its lovely 
combination of spruce and maple makes it sweet and warm. Anyone who plays classical guitar should take the 
time to learn about the man who influenced the instrument like no other. Play the Katoh Torres 1889 and experi-
ence the kind of tone that Tarrega and Llobet must have heard in their era.

SKU: K10350

https://katohguitars.com.au/crossover-series/katoh-mscc14-stage-custom-cutaway-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-alex-cs-small-body-custom-guitar-classical/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-df69-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/j-godoy-martina-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-munich-classical-guitar-case-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/crossover-series/katoh-mscc-12-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-hauser-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-ktorr-torres-1889-style-classical-guitar-case/
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KATOH MADRID S  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,599 RRP

KATOH MADRID-CEQ MADRID  
CUTAWAY CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE 
$2,699 RRP

GODOY ALBATROSS  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$6,249 RRP

GODOY I  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$4,799 RRP

Based on research by Kenny Hill into makers of the ‘Madrid School’, the Katoh Madrid has sparkling highs and 
rich strong basses, reminiscent of the golden age of Spain. Maestros like Tarrega and Segovia helped to make 
guitars built in the legendary Madrid tradition.

Based on research by Kenny Hill into makers of the ‘Madrid School’, the Katoh Madrid has sparkling highs and
rich strong basses, reminiscent of the golden age of Spain. Maestros like Tarrega and Segovia helped to make 
guitars built in the legendary Madrid tradition. This model comes with cutaway and Fishman electronics.

A beautiful luthier built instrument from Godoy, the concert guitar workshop of Katoh. European spruce sound-
board and solid Indian rosewood back and sides. The Albatross is a beautiful French polished instrument and 
comes with Klaus Scheller tuners and a hard case.

Built by master luthiers in their custom workshop, combining the finest tonewoods and thinest French polish 
finish, to produce magnificent instruments.

SKU: K10355 SKU: K10360

SKU: K10365 SKU: K10370

The Kenny Hill designed Munich sounds as beautiful as it looks. A three piece rosewood and maple back, 
rosewood sides and French-polished top combine to enrich tone and sustain. A truly beautiful instrument.  
The J. Godoy range is crafted by the factory’s most experienced luthiers, using the finest tonewoods.

J. GODOY MUNICH  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$3,499 RRP

SKU: K10425

GODOY III  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD FIBREGLASS CASE
$9,999 RRP

Built by master luthiers in their custom workshop, combining the finest tonewoods and thinest French polish 
finish to produce magnificent instruments.

SKU: K10380

J. GODOY TORRES 1889 STYLE  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$3,299 RRP

Antonio de Torres was the father of the modern classical guitar. This model is based on his later guitars. Its lovely 
combination of spruce and maple make it sweet and warm. Anyone who plays classical guitar should take the 
time to learn about the man who influenced the instrument like no other. Play the Katoh Torres 1889 and experi-
ence the kind of tone that Tarrega and Llobet must have heard in their era. 

SKU: K10435

J. GODOY HAUSER  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,999 RRP

Based on the specifications of Herman Hauser, the world’s most imitated luthier. Beautiful tone, dynamic range 
and appearance make this Katoh a truly professional instrument. The J. Godoy range is crafted by the factory’s 
most experienced luthiers, using the finest tonewoods finished with French polish. An outstanding instrument!

SKU: K10430

https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-madrid-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/professional-series/katoh-madrid-ceq-madrid-cutaway-classical-guitar-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/godoy-i-classical-guitar-in-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/godoy-albatross-classical-guitar-in-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/godoy-iii-classical-guitar-in-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/j-godoy-munich-classical-guitar-in-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/j-godoy-torres-1889-style-classical-guitar-in-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/j-godoy-hauser-classical-guitar-case/
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J. GODOY MADRID-CEQ MADRID CUTAWAY 
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$3,399 RRP

Cutaway and EQ version of the ‘Madrid School’, the Katoh Madrid - CEQ has sparkling highs and rich strong 
basses, reminiscent of the golden age of Spain. Maestros like Tarrega and Segovia helped to make guitars built 
in the legendary Madrid tradition

SKU: K10445

KATOH KSF CUSTOM  
FLAMENCO GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,099 RRP

The Katoh Custom KSF flamenco has a select solid spruce top and solid cypress back and sides. Great for the 
rigorous traditional flamenco players who need to plug in to perform at larger venues. Full volume playing cuts 
through with great trebles and strong bases. 

KATOH KF  
FLAMENCO GUITAR

$679 RRP

The Katoh KF flamenco guitar’s combination of solid spruce top and agathis back and sides match up as a per-
fect combination for the aspiring flamenco player. Tone is great as it cuts through without compromising the bass 
register. The KF is designed and built to sound great whilst withstanding the rigours of robust flamenco playing.

SKU: K20005

SKU: K20015

Based on the specifications of Parisian master luthier Daniel Friedrich, the DF69’s elevated fingerboard gives 
great access to high notes and playability. Beautiful tone, dynamic range and appearance make this Katoh a 
truly professional instrument. The J. Godoy range is crafted by the factory’s most experienced luthiers, using the 
finest tonewoods, finished with French polish. An outstanding instrument!

J. GODOY MADRID  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$3,199 RRP

KATOH KF-CEQ  
FLAMENCO CUTAWAY GUITAR

$979 RRP

Based on research into makers of the ‘Madrid School’, the Katoh Madrid has sparkling highs and rich strong 
basses, reminiscent of the golden age of Spain. Maestros like Tarrega and Segovia helped to make guitars built 
in the legendary Madrid tradition. The J. Godoy range is crafted by the factory’s most experienced luthiers, using 
the finest tonewoods, finished with French polish.

SKU: K10440

Acoustic electric cutaway version of the Katoh KF flamenco. This guitar’s combination of solid spruce top and ag-
athis back and sides match up as a perfect combination for the aspiring flamenco player. Tone is great as it cuts 
through without compromising the bass register. The KF is designed and built to sound great whilst withstanding 
the rigours of robust flamenco playing. Cutaway gives excellent access to higher frets. 

J. GODOY DF69  
CLASSICAL GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$3,399 RRP

SKU: K20010

MC: JG DF69 S WITH CASE
SKU: K10450
SKU: K10450

The Katoh Custom KSF flamenco has a select solid European spruce top and solid cypress back and sides. Full 
volume playing cuts through with great trebles and strong bases. This model is great for the traditional flamenco 
player who needs to plug in to perform at larger venues. The cutaway gives excellent access to higher frets. The 
KSF is equipped with a Fishman EQ system and comes with a hardshell case.

KATOH KSF-EQ  
CUTAWAY FLAMENCO GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,699 RRP

SKU: K20025

KATOH MCG140SEQ  
FLAMENCO CUTAWAY GUITAR  

& HARD CASE
$2,649 RRP

The Katoh Custom MCG140SCE flamenco has a select solid spruce top and solid cypress back and sides. Great 
for traditional flamenco players who need to plug in to perform at larger venues. This guitar cuts through with 
great trebles and strong bases. The cutaway gives excellent access to higher frets. The MCG-140 is equipped 
with a Fishman EQ system and comes with a hardshell case.

SKU: K20020

https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/j-godoy-madrid-ceq-madrid-cutaway-classical-guitar-with-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/j-godoy-madrid-classical-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/godoy-series/j-godoy-df69-classical-guitar-in-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/flamenco/katoh-kf-ceq-flamenco-cutaway-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/flamenco/katoh-ksf-custom-flamenco-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/flamenco/katoh-kf-flamenco-guitar/
https://katohguitars.com.au/flamenco/katoh-ksf-eq-cutaway-flamenco-guitar-with-case/
https://katohguitars.com.au/flamenco/katoh-mcg140seq-flamenco-cutaway-guitar/
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